


Over the last two years, all round the world there have been celebrations to 
commemorate the hundredth anniversary of the birth of Édith Piaf.

The Sadness of the Little Sparrow is the only play about Édith being 
performed in Ireland. It is to be performed in Stockholm later in the year.

Édith Piaf Quotations

“Tell me what you”d like to hear me sing. I'll sing whatever you like, after 
which I”ll take up a collection, if you don't mind.”

“I think you have to pay for love with bitter tears.”

“All I've done all my life is disobey.”

“Singing is a way of escaping. It's another world. I'm no longer on earth.”

“People say that I could sing the phone book and make it sound good.”

“As far as I'm concerned, love means fighting, big fat lies, and a couple of 
slaps across the face.”

”Money? How did I lose it? I never did lose it. I just never knew where it 
went.”

“When you reach the top, you should remember to send the elevator back 
down for the others.”

“I'm the only one who still believes in Santa Claus!”

“Performers and their public should never meet. Once the curtain comes 
down, the performer should fly away like a magician's dove.”

Celebrating a 100 Years of Édith Piaf



The Sadness of the Little Sparrow is adapted from Jim Yates’ novel Oh! 
Père Lachaise.

The novel is a surreal and satirical look at the peculiarities and complexities 
of the Human Condition. It is a journey through purgatory in the company of 
Oscar Wilde, who instead of finding redemption spends most of his time 
bemoaning the fact he was overlooked a place in paradise, believing his 
genius alone was enough to guarantee him a pair of golden slippers in 
paradise. He is comforted and humoured by Jim Morrison, Chopin, Musset, 
Sarah Bernhardt, Colette and the little sparrow, Édith Piaf who plays a 
pivotal role in the tale.

After publication, many who had read the novel suggested it should be 
adapted into a play. Jim did look at the prospect of adapting the entire story 
but soon realised that the novel, being heavily character driven would not 
work. One of the most popular characters is that of Édith Piaf and the 
friendship she develops with Oscar Wilde as they while away time in their 
pink purgatory bubble. This he thought was a good basis for a play, a 
one-woman-play, of one of the most iconic singers of her age. He did three 
versions but has settled on the version presented to you this evening.

The title comes from one of the chapters of the same name.

Copies of the play and novel are available in the foyer or on Amazon.

Adaptation of The Sadness of the Little Sparrow



Édith Piaf, born Édith Giovanna Gasson in 
Belleville, Paris, on December 19th 1915, 
was a French cabaret singer. 

At birth, she was abandoned by her mother 
and left in the care of her grandmother. Her 
early life was that of hardship and family 
disruption. At the age of fourteen, she was 
a street performer travelling throughout 
France with her father, a street acrobat. 

Édith Piaf

At the age of seventeen, she gave birth to her only child, Marcelle. She 
found motherhood difficult, believing she lacked basic maternal instincts. 
Marcelle died from meningitis at the age of three whilst Edith was out 
singing in a jazz club. She blamed herself for Marcelle’s death and this guilt 
followed throughout her life. 

Édith married twice, first to Jacques Pills a singer then to Theo Sarapo, 20 
years her junior. Before and inbetween these marriages were many 
romances, the most notable with boxer Marcel Cerdan whom she 
considered the love of her life and who perished in a plane crash on route 
to New York. She composed the song Hymme à l’amour in his honour. 

Louis Leplée discovered Édith in 1933. After the war, she was criticised 
over her association with the Nazi occupation forces, many believing she 
was a collaborator. Once cleared, she set her mind to her career and took 
America by storm, confirming her status as a true international star. 

She battled all her life from drug addiction that took its toll on her physical 
and mental health. After her death from liver cancer in 1962 on the Côte 
d’Azur, her body was secretly taken overnight to Paris by the Sisters of 
Mercy where it was announced the following morning she had died. 



Stella Godmet (Director’s Note)

Welcome, 

Through the making of this show we have set 
ourselves the goal of sharing with you one 
interpretation, one vision and staging of Edith Piaf’s 
story. Some elements might resonate with you, 
others you might find somewhat surprising. Either 
way, there should be something in The Sadness of 
the Little Sparrow for each of you.

Stella has enjoyed working on a range of shows for both stage and screen. 
She is an actress, director who grew up in a bicultural environment, her 
mother being Irish and her father French.

She performed the part of Edith Piaf in the recent Cabaret (by Wonderland 
Production, at Café en Seine) singing several of Edith’s songs. 
She has recently starred in Motel which was screened in the Cannes Short 
film Corner 2016. While she has been involved in devising and directing 
throughout her studies, The Sadness of the Little Sparrow is her directorial 
debut.

Website: StellaGodmet.strikingly.com

Facebook: @StellaGodmetActress

Wherever there is a play, there is a performance, and wherever there is a 
performance, there is an audience to engage with. So as the house-lights 
go off,  the stage is lit up and the actress makes her way into her space, all I 
can add is: Merci de partager ce moment  avec nous ! 

Enjoy the show,

Stella Godmet



Jim is from Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England. He 
has lived in Dublin for over forty years. He is an 
artist, author and playwright.

He has two novels to his credit, Oh! Père 
Lachaise: Oscar’s Wilde Purgatory (2007) and 
Capucine and Her Three Feline Philosophers 
(2015). The Sadness of the Little Sparrow is his 
first foray into playwriting as well as his début as a 
producer.

Jim Yates (The Playwright)

He has been a regular contributor of letters to the editor to national 
papers over the last 20 years.
Visual art is his consuming passion. He mostly produces surreal and 
abstract canvases and has done so for over 40 years.

Twitter: @Oscaresque

Facebook: @JimYatesArtGallery

Available on Amazon.com



Nathalie is a French actress and writer. She was 
born in Paris where she grew up, lived and 
studied in Angers, Rouen and in Ottawa (Canada) 
before moving to, and falling in love with Dublin in 
2008. She was naturalized Irish in 2014.

Nathalie studied part-time at The Lir and The 
Gaiety School of Acting before graduating from 
the prestigious Programme for Screen Acting at 
Bow Street in 2015.

Conor is a Dublin-based actor and writer, a graduate of Bull Alley and the 
Academy of Repertory Theatre and one of the founding members of Head 
Above Water Theatre Company. Conor has performed in everything from 
the Talisman’s touring pantomime to Dennis Kelly’s Love and Money and 
has even gone as far as to try stand-up comedy. He currently lives in 
Howth with his family and motorbike.

Nathalie Clément (as Édith Piaf)

Conor Duffy (as the voice of Oscar Wilde)

Nathalie has recently performed on stage in Yerma and in The Caucasian 
Chalk Circle. She has starred in multiple short films over the last couple of 
years. Nathalie is also a commercial and voice-over actress. She is 
currently working as a writer on a short film, Esther, and a one-woman play, 
Anatomy of a Heartbreak.

Website: NathalieClement.com

Twitter: @Nathalie_Clem

Facebook: @NathalieMClement



Our Theatre Company

‘Les Enfants Terribles’ is a Franco-Irish Theatre company based in 
Dublin, Ireland.

It was founded in early 2016 by two Franco-Irish artists, both 
graduates from Bow Street, Nathalie Clément and Stella Godmet.

Our Theatre company aims at producing new writing, as well as 
bringing classic French plays to an Irish audience.

The Sadness of the Little Sparrow is our first play. Directed by Stella 
and performed by Nathalie, it is a fabulous opportunity for our 
burgeoning theatre company.

Find us online on LesEnfantsTerribles.ie

Or find us on Facebook: @LesEnfantsTerriblesIE



STAGE & SET MANAGER - Ciara Nolan www.ciaramnolan.com/

Ciara has been a freelance Stage Manager for the past 6 years and is a 
graduate of The Lir Academy, having achieved a distinction in Stage 
Management and Technical Theatre. Some of the larger productions that 
Ciara has worked on include Borstal Boy, Red Riding Hood and Peter Pan at 
the Gaiety Theatre, Handel's Agrippina with Irish Youth Opera, Seven Jewish 
Children at the Abbey Theatre and Mydidae with Prime Cut Productions at 
The Mac, Belfast.

LIGHTING DESIGNER - Eoin Lennon

Eoin has enjoyed a colourful experience working around Ireland on a variety 
of projects from dance and devising to music and performance art. His most 
recent credits as light designer include Ronan Dempsey's Proclamation 
(Smock Alley Theatre 1662) and Breda Cashe's Wrong Turn at Lungfish 
(The Viking Theatre, Dublin). He is currently working on Orla Murphy's 
Remember to Breathe for Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2016.

PRODUCER - Jim Yates

CO-PRODUCER - Darren Kelly

PROMOTIONAL  DESIGN - Eamon Godmet

SMOCK ALLEY STAFF - Patrick Sutton, Cliona Dukes

       Conor Byrne, Paul Clune

       Osgar Dukes

THEATRE COMPANY - Les Enfants Terribles

Crew

http://www.ciaramnolan.com/


Sponsor

Thanks to Pearl Brasserie for their support in bringing our play to you.
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